Pay attention to the details. These details include door
hardware and handles, light fixtures and house numbers.

• Polish the hardware or replace it with a style that
complements the home, such as oiled bronze for
traditional styles and brushed nickel for contemporary
styles.
• Purchase new numbers with the same finish as your
hardware or purchase an address plaque to affix to your
home or place in your yard.
• U
 pdate the style of your exterior lighting. If you’re replacing
lights, look for ones that have the same mounting system
as your current ones.
• A
 dd more lighting to increase the safety of your entryway
by adding an overhead fixture or wall sconces.

Build a fence. A fence not only increases privacy for
homeowners, it may add value to your property as long as
it fits with the style of the the home and neighbourhood.
If you already have a fence, keep it well maintained, and
replace any broken gates, latches or planks.
Stay on top of maintenance. Performing regular

maintenance not only helps prevent costly damage, it can
also augment the value of your home. Studies show deferred
maintenance may decrease your home’s value by as much as
10 percent.* Tasks such as replacing missing mortar between
bricks, resealing cracked asphalt and touching up faded or
cracked paint may seem insignificant; however, these small
imperfections may stand out to potential buyers and leave
a negative impression, especially in competitive markets.

Nurture your landscape. A well-maintained landscape and
lawn add to the home’s appeal, creating colourful dimensions
and attractive lines. Mow the lawn regularly, mulch and weed
the garden beds and prune any overgrown shrubs. Also, clear
away any overgrown vines or invasive weeds that have
crept into your landscape.

In addition to mowing the lawn, add seed or sod to any bare
spots you see. Add colour to your landscape with a few potted
plants and flowers. If you have window boxes, be sure to
maintain them throughout the growing season.

Many people find symmetrical landscapes
aesthetically pleasing. Affix light fixtures to either
side of your front door, place potted plants on either
side of your front porch or plant trees on either side
of the front walkway to highlight this balance.
Source: HouseLogic.com

*

6 money and timesaving tips
for creating a lush landscape
1. Design it right. Survey your property and make notes
regarding the land’s topography, existing vegetation, soil
type, rainfall, wind patterns, lighting and areas where water
collects.
2. Amend your soil. Plants thrive in healthy, loamy soil.
Amend your soil with compost to help clay soils improve
absorption and sandy soils hold water.
3. Group plants together based on their soil, sun and
water requirements. For example, place sun-loving plants
in the sunniest part of the garden or landscape.

4. Incorporate native plants and perennials to reduce
maintenance and water needs. Native plants originate
from your region and are used to its soil, climate, rainfall,
etc. Perennials are plants that come back every year. Both
can be low-maintenance once they’re established.
5. Water early in the morning. The best time to water is early
in the morning when evaporation is less. You may also water
after six in the evening; however, try not to leave standing
water on plants as it may encourage mold or disease.
6. Clear debris and dead vegetation from winter.

